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Be a Firefly 
 

Firefly, noun: an insect, normally found in the tropics which emanates its 

own light. 

Firefly, noun: a social entrepreneur, a leader, that works to promote 

inclusive growth and development.” 
 

 What an experience! The moment our  group embarked on our journey towards 

Northern India, covering Uttarakhand, Haryana and Rajasthan, we were on the go.  We were a 

privileged group of young leaders from around the world attending the 10
th

 Commonwealth 

study conference in New Delhi. It was first instigated by the Duke of Edinburgh, the Queen‟s 

husband,  in 1956 in an effort to foster closer links between the Commonwealth countries, to 

bring together young leaders from these countries to discuss, study and raise issues of a 

particular country where the conference is held.   

 

I found out very quickly that there were two main lessons to be learnt during this 

experience. First was to learn about the fascinating country we were in within our Group focus of 

„Vocational Education, Environment and Women‟s Empowerment‟. 

Second was to learn to work together and understand diverse nature of young leaders 

from all over the world and to come up with an acceptable presentation by the end of the two 

weeks! 

 

 What immediately hit me when the study tour began was the colourful organized chaos 

which is India. Even the traffic was enough for you to throw your hands and give up! Just 

imagine, you‟re sitting in a bus on a busy road, with everyone sitting on their car horns, where 

two-lane roads turn into a six-lane road with your bus, a car, a tut-tut-, a motorcycle, a buffalo, a 

cow and a camel.. hmm, that‟s more like 7 lanes eh?!   

 

What I would like to focus in today‟s story is on the firefly. A theme we as a group came 

up with for our final presentation.  During the plenary session one of the CEO‟s of Hero Honda 

painted a picture of India which I will never forget.  He said that India was so huge, so diverse 

and with the gap between the rich and the poor, it is easy to surrender and just give up as the task 

is overwhelming. However, there were individual leaders, passionate social entrepreneurs 

sprouting out everywhere, doing his/her own bit to contribute, to influence and to shine his/her 

own light to those around them. So he called them fireflies; because although one firefly can 

only light up the trees around it, hundreds of fireflies together, can light up the night sky. 

 

  And so after the 2 day Opening Plenary sessions where we listened to the leaders 

of India and the Commonwealth committee, I set off with my Group to Northern India, towards 

Rajasthan, one of India‟s poorest State.  During our first group meeting where we discussed our 

strategy and focus for the week (which lasted 5 hours!) we decided that instead of looking at 

issues and problems of a certain organization we visited, we would focus on what is already 



successful in that organization. With this positive approach we may be inspired to learn from 

them and take something home to perhaps implement within our own spheres of influence.  With 

this focus and attitude, we started to see the amazing work that was being done throughout India 

in spite of the massive problems of poverty, politics and chaos. That is also how we came up 

with the firefly analogy. 

I  knew that this was a tour unlike any other tour I‟ve ever been on.  Every day we were 

on our feet making our various visits, asking questions; learning and coming back to debrief 

within the group. As mentioned, every group was given a special focus and as ours was 

„Vocational Education, Women‟s Empowerment and Environment‟, every visit was focused on  

one of these 3 themes – and I could not have asked for a better combination. Let me share with 

you two visits in particular, where we met true leaders, true fireflies: 

 

Jaipur Foot Facilities: 

 

We spent a day visiting the Jaipur Foot Facilities, a volunteer health care service where 

prosthetic limbs are made and fitted, all free of charge! The impact of the place immediately hit 

us when we entered its gates as all around us were people who were missing at least one if not 

both legs. But the difference was that these people came in with hope.  We met Mr. Mehata, 

General Secretary of Jaipur Foot who told us that since it was founded in 1975, they have never 

turned away anyone who comes to the centre for help.  Complimentary food and shelter are 

provided whilst patients wait for their limbs to be made and fitted within 3 days at the cost of 

only US$30. It is funded 50% by the government and 50% by donations from around the world.  

Apart from that, Jaipur Foot empowers its patients by providing vocational training and material 

to assist them in acquiring a sustainable income.  So patients who come in not only get to walk 

again but get their life back as well. 

 

I find this organization simply amazing – to be able to provide a new leg for free within  

3 days and to gift this mobility together with a chance of a purposeful life overwhelmed me.  

Jaipur Foot has also outreached internationally by sending teams into war-torn countries such as 

Afghanistan where recently 1000 artificial limbs were provided and fitted over a one-month 

period. Mr. Mehata and his colleagues are shining examples of fireflies that have truly given 

hope to the people of India and across the world. It is one of the best collaborations between 

government and NGOs.  

 

Barefoot College, Tilonia:  
 

We met Mr. Bunker Roy, the founder of Barefoot College in Tilonia, a remote village in 

one of India‟s poorest state, Rajasthan.  Bunker Roy is from a very privileged background and 

when he told his mother he was not going to go into politics but instead open a college for the 

poorest of the poor, his mother nearly fainted!  

 

Now, what does this college do?  In the remote villages of India, electricity is still a 

luxury. Most villages are still without it and it is just too costly and too remote for the 

government to be able to electrify every village.  So Mr. Roy has set up a college to train these 

villagers to be solar-power engineers. And not just any villagers – he picks the middle aged 

grandmothers of that community.  Why not the men, you ask? According to Mr. Roy, the 



moment you give a man a skill, a qualification, they run to the urban areas and leave their 

families and community behind. And so he went against all common sense, rhyme and reason 

and proved to everyone that a grandmother from the villages, illiterate, could become a solar-

power engineer within just 6 months.  It is funded 40% by the government and 60% by donations 

and funds from around the world. 

 

I‟m not sure if you understand the amazing power of what Mr. Roy has begun. Not only 

does he bring electricity into these communities, he alleviates the status of women, breaks the 

barrier of traditional mindsets of women, of technology and of education and oh, so much more. 

He strongly believes that disparity gap between rural and urban India can be bridged by 

empowering the rural women both economically and socially.   

We had the privilege of not only visiting the Barefoot College but stayed overnight at the 

village – all completely solar powered.  We got to see firsthand the difference electricity made to 

these people.  That night we were taken on a bus deep into one of the many villages surrounding 

the college – it was pitch black outside and when we finally stopped and stumbled out, we could 

see one glimmer in the sea of darkness beckoning us forward.  We walked into a simple house, 

which had only one room where 20 or so children between the ages of 5 – 15 were sitting on the 

floor, facing a green chalk board, surrounding a solar powered lamp.  In front of the chalk board 

was a teacher. As we gathered round and sat on the floor with them, our Indian interpreter started 

telling us about the class. These children were attending Night School, as most of them could not 

go to school during the day due to many chores they need to do to help their families. They even 

have a „Children‟s Parliament‟, set up by Mr. Roy, so that the leaders of each night school could 

represent their class in the „Parliament‟ and discuss important issues like books, lessons and 

teachers!  

 The Barefoot College has trained grandmothers not only from India but from other third 

world countries as well such as Afghanistan, Sierra Leone, Cameroon, to name a few. I 

remember on a tour around the college, walking into a class full of women from around the 

world in their second month of training, working on electrical pieces, colored cables and little 

bulbs. No one could speak to each other because of the language barriers and yet they were all 

connected in their task and their objective. Their teacher was a German engineer who 

volunteered to come two months in a year to teach and their not knowing English and German do 

not deter them from learning the intricacies of solar power engineering! You‟ll have to see it to 

believe it! 

Mr. Bunker Roy had the option of living the privileged life at the top of the pyramid.  But 

he decided instead to become the hope for the people at the bottom of the pyramid. He is not 

only a remarkable firefly for India but also shines his light for the least developed world 

countries. There are now about 20 such countries (in 2007) which have had their grandmothers 

so trained and are running solar powered electricity in their villages. 

As we drove away from Barefoot College the next morning; I found it hard to put the 

experience into words, but one thing became clear – those of us who are privileged to be in a 

position of influence, have that much more of a responsibility to shine our light and give hope to 



those who have little or none.  I thought I‟d done my bit by subscribing to World Vision, but 

after visiting places like the Barefoot College and Jaipur Foot, I realized how much more I can 

and should do.  So right now, as I‟m in the education line, I‟m already thinking of ways to start 

an Education Foundation for the poor in Sabah, East Malaysia perhaps focusing on the women. 

By giving them an education scholarship to help them out of their poverty cycle and also 

ensuring that they come back and help support their family, I may be able to help break the 

poverty cycle which entraps families. 

 As I could not fully describe all my visits, I have attempted to capture essence and 

emotions of our experience into a poem, taking you through our Group III journey.  An amended 

version of which was presented to Princess Anne at our group presentation closing: 

 

 

‘Light the Fire Within’ 

 

This is a story of Group III,  

A story of hope, of light and of fireflies. 

 

We came to India with high hopes, 

To make an impact, to show them the ropes; 

But as the journey began 

We found we were the students in this wonderful land. 

 

Working together for inclusive development and growth, 

Our challenge was, could we do both? 

Themes were given to focus our mind: 

Environment, Women‟s Empowerment, Vocational Education combined. 

 

So off to India North we charged, 

This diverse group of leaders, as one we marched: 

From the Governor of Dehradun where school for rural girls‟ renown, 

To HESCO & WISE
1
, where women entrepreneurs led the town. 

 

We met individuals in FRI
2
 who made a stand, 

To restore green lands; always willing to give a hand. 

Blazing the path for others to follow, 

Being examples for young leaders of tomorrow. 

 

“Light the fire within” they shared, 

“Share your passion, show them you care. 

Be the light for them to follow, 

Help bring them out of their sorrow.” 

 

                                                 
1
 Himalayan Environmental Studies and Conservation Organisation  & Women‟s Initiative for Self Employment  

2
 Forest Research Institute 



With heavy heart we left Dehradun, 

Hoping we‟ll make it back again soon. 

Off we set to Hero Honda‟s School, 

Where the poor are given the tools. 

A shining example for the community, 

Now THIS is corporate social responsibility! 

 

Then off we set to Jaipur, 

Where much work is done for the poor; 

Fireflies of leadership in action so bright; 

Bringing hope and a future to all in sight: 

From Jaipur Foot where new legs come free, 

To Barefoot College where solar help them see! 

 

Amazing work we all saw, 

We just wish we could have seen more. 

Now we‟ve returned and in reflective mood, 

This is what we conclude: 

 

Where fire of passion is ignited within, 

Fireflies of leadership arise to be seen. 

But whilst a single one lights a tree up high, 

Together with others light up the night sky. 

 

And so inspired and moved by the lights, 

We too our fire will ignite, 

To share with others in our own sphere, 

To be agents of change, to charge on without fear. 

 

And so this our humble story, 

We are blessed to see India and all its glory. 

We end with a challenge to you, 

Would you join us and light your fire too? 

 

 

And so I end of my India story here.  We went to India, thinking naively we could be 

agents of change instead, India changed us and challenged us to return home and be a firefly to 

our own country.  So my call to you is this: whatever your background, whatever your skill, your 

talent and your job, you can do your bit by lighting your fire and BE a firefly to those around 

you!  GO FORTH AND SHINE! 

 


